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BIKE LANES, NOT CARS: MOBILITY AND THE LEGAL FIGHT FOR FUTURE LOS ANGELES

ERNESTO HERNANDEZ-LOPEZ

ABSTRACT

In 2015, the City of Los Angeles adopted the controversial Mobility Plan 2035. The Plan restructures city transportation planning by emphasizing alternatives to cars for the next twenty years. Predictably, bike lanes became its most polemic aspect. The Plan envisions dramatic increases in bike lanes throughout car-obsessed Los Angeles. This bike lane increase was challenged in court, with objectors claiming that eliminating car lanes would increase congestion and compromise air quality. These arguments are ironic, since environmental justifications typically motivate bike projects.

The Mobility Plan illustrates how law supports and challenges bike lane projects. This Article argues that although this bike lane fight regards inches and miles of road space, the fight is primarily centered on how Angelinos will live in the future. As bike advocates attain popular and policy successes, they must confront legal contests driven by car-centric interests. Los Angeles shows how city planning achievements open a path for bike lane opposition armed with city governance, environmental, transportation, and land use doctrines.

INTRODUCTION

In August of 2015, the City of Los Angeles approved the controversial new Mobility Plan 2035 (“Mobility Plan” or “Plan”).1 The City Council

enacted this wide-ranging effort to restructure how Los Angeles makes transportation and land use decisions, and it places an emphasis on alternatives to automobiles. Revising the transportation elements of the city’s General Plan from 1999, the Mobility Plan envisions city support for walking; transit in the form of buses, trams, and rail; bike paths and other bicycle infrastructure; and intermodal connections between these transport methods. The Plan will guide Los Angeles’s future decisions with an eye toward having a citywide vision implemented by 2035, in two decades. For this, the Mobility Plan anticipates increases in walking by 38%, public transit use by 56%, and bicycling by 170%.

The Plan caught national attention, given Los Angeles’s long-term preference for automobiles. In dramatic terms, it signaled how a local government de-emphasizes a city planning default for cars. This was not necessarily unique for cities, but it was a big change in Los Angeles. Unlike many cities its size in the United States and globally, Angelinos live amidst the idealized single-user car and fast-moving highway visions and the realities of gridlocked streets, traffic jammed freeways, and limited automobile parking. Los Angeles is described as having a love affair with cars, a product of the city’s spatial expansion in the mid-twentieth century.

3 Id. at 13–17, 31–32.
6 Lovett, supra note 1; Nazaryan, supra note 5.
7 See Lovett, supra note 1.
8 The Mobility Plan states that “Los Angeles’ reputation as a car culture is not unfounded” this “often ignore[s] the earlier and continued presence of pedestrians, bicyclists, trains,
single-family and suburban residences, highways to move commuting residents, cheap fuel, limited clean air regulations, and booms in road construction and auto manufacturing.

One commenter speculated that through the Mobility Plan, “the world’s first great automobile-oriented city could become the first city to de-orient itself from the automobile.”9 The Mobility Plan points to a dramatic shift away from city government support for automobiles through its emphasis on car alternatives and its institutional prioritization of walking, public transit, and bicycles.10 Fully implemented, the Plan will decrease car lanes on some streets;11 however, only ten percent of the city’s major streets are targeted for these reductions.12 As a blueprint for future planning decisions, the Plan does not directly impact freeways.

The Plan’s lofty goals were challenged in courts. The non-profit organization Fix The City quickly filed a lawsuit against the city, essentially arguing that the Mobility Plan will increase traffic and decrease the quality of life for Angelinos.13 Central to Fix The City’s argument is the view that the Plan will impact the environment by slowing automobile movement.14 Fix The City’s position prioritizes automobiles and attempts to protect their access to public space, in terms of roadways and parking.15 At the time this Article was written, this dispute has not reached trial, any decision, or settlement, but is eagerly followed by bike and transportation advocates, city planners and politicians, real estate developers, and car

streetcars, and delivery trucks.” See MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 31; see also Christopher Hawthorne, Mobility Plan 2035 May Be the Cornerstone of a New L.A., L.A. TIMES (Sept. 18, 2015), http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/la-ca-mm-hawthorne-notebook-20150920-column.html [https://perma.cc/5HRV-UAX2].


10 See MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 13–17, 31–32.


12 Id.


advocates. For years, transportation and land use issues have influenced Los Angeles elections, suggesting that street use politics is understood in local terms by voters and consequently by policymakers. The Mobility Plan continues this.

This Article examines the Mobility Plan and the Fix The City v. City of Los Angeles lawsuit (“Fix The City”) as a case study of how local government law facilitates and challenges public efforts to implement bike lanes. The Article refers to this as the “bike lane fight.” This inquiry is important for two reasons. First, it illustrates the significance of law in transportation and urban planning. Law determines public obligations and how physical space will be used. Importantly, bike lanes and street planning encompass government choices about how to use public land. Bike and public transportation advocates argue that a series of legal mechanisms make automobiles the default in urban planning priorities. Land

16 See Nazaryan, supra note 5 (discussing survey that indicates traffic is the number one concern among Angelenos).
17 This Article poses a general inquiry about how law informs bike lane policies, specifically proposed in the city’s Mobility Plan. It does not focus on larger issues involving bike storage; bike sharing; bikes on public transport; and laws about bikes and right of way, rider signals, or helmet requirements. The article does not focus on the other mobility aspects of the Mobility Plan such as walking or public transit, other than how they support policies on bike lanes and the Plan’s general approach. Similarly, this Article does not offer a normative position on how California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) norms or Environmental Impact Review (“EIR”) procedures should resolve bike lane fights. Likewise, it does not side with Fix The City or Los Angeles in their dispute over the Mobility Plan. Instead, this Article relates biking scholarship and bike lane proposals to abstract larger lessons on local government law, local planning and bike lanes. Much of this analysis is positive and aims to benefit policy makers, advocates, and local stakeholders. For the sake of simplicity, this does not examine similar proposals by regional transit authorities, Los Angeles county, and other cities in the county.
20 James Longhurst explains that the law protects bicyclists’ rights but automobile drivers are protected by car culture, physics, and road design and that government policies created an American preference for cars. JAMES LONGHURST, BIKE BATTLES A HISTORY OF SHARING THE AMERICAN ROAD at 3–6, 8, 11–12, 21 (2015). Zack Furness argues that American car culture was built by laws supporting road creation, industry lobbying, real estate zoning,
use doctrine, fossil fuel and automobile industry lobbying, and housing and transportation programs guard the local terrain automobiles enjoy.\(^{21}\) Law protects this privilege. This privilege appears in the form of car lanes, parking lots and regulations, residential housing, and urban development plans. However, these developments come at the expense of walkways, dedicated bus lanes, trams and subways, bike paths, bike share and bike parking infrastructure, and land devoted to high-density housing or public use. The side of the debate encompassed in the Mobility Plan idealizes bikes, public transportation, parks, and multi-unit housing. The other side of the debate, as argued by Fix The City, favors individual car use, streets and highways to freely move cars, dedicated space for parking lots, and single-unit homes.

Second, city policies reflect a new attention to addressing quality of life and public health issues.\(^{22}\) With efforts like the Mobility Plan, cities justify their objectives by pointing to environmental issues.\(^{23}\) This is a particularly significant policy space given challenges at the federal and global stage to tackle these harms. Moreover, cities seek to attract or keep residents by addressing problems like air quality, traffic, health, and resident mobility. In this light, the Mobility Plan does not just reflect a Los Angeles effort to look like Copenhagen, Paris, Portland, or New York, but it illustrates local government law’s constitutive role in these debates.\(^{24}\) As described below, in Los Angeles this specific law regards environmental and city governance doctrines.

This Article argues three points about law’s role in this and future bike lane fights. First, the Fix The City lawsuit focuses on environmental and city governance law with these norms fueling the bike lane fight. Second, the fight transpires essentially over designations of inches and feet of space over miles of roads, but it implicates how Los Angeles will live and move in the future. Accordingly, the lawsuit challenges the city’s land use determinations. Third, as biking advocacy attracts more policy attention, its accomplishments will depend on how it confronts issues such as sustainability, traffic impacts, safety, fitness, lobbying, and electoral politics. Opponents of urban bike projects will look to the legal doctrines automobile manufacturing, and underfunded public transportation. ZACK FURNESS, ONE LESS CA: BICYCLING AND THE POLITICS OF AUTOMOBILITY 5 (2010).

\(^{21}\) See FURNESS, supra note 20.


\(^{23}\) See MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 141–48.

\(^{24}\) See generally CITY CYCLING (John Pucher & Ralph Buehler eds., MIT Press 2012) [hereinafter Pucher & Buehler] (discussing efforts by some of the most bike friendly cities including Copenhagen, Paris, Portland, and New York).
corresponding with these issues when challenging bike lanes. In Los Angeles, state environmental law fuels opposition to city land use designations, implicit in bike lane and Mobility Plan projects. For future bike plans to succeed, bike advocates will have to address norms sourced in governance, environmental, transportation, and land use doctrines, at private, local, state, special district, and federal levels. Los Angeles biking experiments show how when projects move beyond traditional legal bike issues, like “right to bike” and “right of way,” they run into opposition fueled by city governance and the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) doctrines.25 Meanwhile many non-biking issues, such as delays by California in issuing CEQA regulations and the Mobility Plan’s comprehensive scope, implicitly help bike lane opposition.

These three points illustrate the challenges cities face when they try to implement more bike lanes. The challenge is that on the one hand, lanes are easier to achieve politically with more comprehensive transit projects like LA’s Mobility Plan; however, on the other hand, this political success creates a legal risk with ensuing lawsuits. Since the Mobility Plan was approved, bike lane opposition armed with legal action has begun to destabilize political support in Los Angeles for bike lanes. Los Angeles’s opposition has focused on “road diets” and traffic, but in other cities or in the future, opposition could focus on other bike infrastructures like signage, bike sharing, or bike storage. Many local governments have had to face legal obstacles and popular opposition to bike lane projects.26

LA’s bike lane fight is over public space, attempting to shift away from government support for cars, the usual default position.27 To describe this, the Article looks to recent scholarship on biking policies. This

27 See LONGHURST, supra note 20.
scholarship offers a history of bike rights in the United States, cultural analysis of biking as a political act, comparative examination of efforts to increase urban biking, and history of recent transportation developments in New York City. These perspectives help contextualize how law shapes the Mobility Plan’s bike lane fight, which is part of a larger contest about the future of Los Angeles. These perspectives represent just a small part of the growing law, scholarly, policy perspective, planning, and news literature on biking. This Article uses a law and policy lens to make

---

28 Id.
29 FURNES, supra note 20, at 1–2, 5.
30 See Pucher & Buehler, supra note 24.
33 See LUIS A. VIVANCO, RECONSIDERING THE BICYCLE (2013) (providing an anthropological view, historic and comparative, of how bicycles change notions of mobility in cities); STEVEN FLEMING, CYCLE SPACE (2012) (describing how cyclists based on riding experience view different cities throughout the globe); BRUCE D. EPPERSON, BICYCLES IN AMERICAN HIGHWAY PLANNING (2014) (offering a history of how cyclists preferred riding on highways and how this influenced resistance to bike lanes on roads).
34 JEFF MAPES, PEDALING REVOLUTION (2009) (offering a local politics journalist’s perspective on how health, fitness, and social benefits are pushing riders and cities to change urban living).
sense of law’s role in a city government effort to shift its planning support from automobiles to bikes.

To identify this role, this Article focuses on bike lanes in the Mobility Plan, while not examining its walking, public transportation, and bike share objectives. This Article refers to bike paths and bike lanes as the same choice made by a government to protect the public space or to highlight the use of a road by bicycles. Technically, city planners use different designations including bike paths, bike lanes, and various other separations. These classifications demarcate what public space is exclusive, protected, reserved, or accessible for bikes or shared by bicycles, vehicles, and buses. At times these infrastructure demarcations focus on paths in parks or lanes in urban streets. But for the sake of simplicity to make the larger point about legal support for bicycles on Los Angeles streets and future life in the city, this Article uses bike paths and bike lanes as synonymous, even if this is technically inaccurate. For this Article, bike lanes and bike paths refer to space devoted on a road or separate from the road for use by a bicycle, where automobiles are not allowed exclusive use. A similar case study could focus on different transportation means of the Mobility Plan, but for the sake of simplicity, this Article focuses on bike lanes, policy decisions, and law’s role in how these two meet.

This Article’s focus on bike lanes in Los Angeles takes inspiration from two strains of scholarly thought regarding Los Angeles. These include contests about public land use regarding car parking and sidewalks and how the city’s geographic sprawl reflects larger socio-economic, cultural, and political challenges. In The High Cost of Free Parking, Donald Shoup argues that when cities provide free streetside car parking, they indirectly subsidize car use, pushing people away from public transit and increasing the costs for goods and services that rely on automobiles. This viewpoint has been applied to examine recent housing challenges in Los Angeles. In Sidewalks: Conflict and Negotiation over Public Space, Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris and Renia Ehrenfeucht illustrate how local

38 Id.
39 Id.
regulation of sidewalks, usually assumed as minimal terrain, illustrates what localities prioritize, whether it is pedestrian mobility, abutting property owners interests, or other factors.\textsuperscript{42} This Article applies a similar approach to the bike lanes. Like with sidewalks and parking spaces, the struggle to implement bike lanes in Los Angeles demonstrates how a local planning default for cars has traffic and environmental impacts. Fix The City’s legal position is made from an ideological dashboard that assumes that automobiles should be protected from any limits on their road use.

Similarly, bike lanes have the potential to recreate urban geography in Los Angeles. Scholars of Los Angeles have emphasized how its layout, often criticized as unplanned and endless sprawling, is structured to meet socio-economic and cultural objectives, such as mid-century suburban housing, discrimination, and industrial needs.\textsuperscript{43} The “LA School” argues that urban geography is not neutral and often suits private industry, racist, classist, and social control goals.\textsuperscript{44} LA School authors see actual locations as important actors in socio-economic change. Locations and physical settings are intentionally utilized to benefit public and private interests. This Article argues that bike lanes and the Mobility Plan reflect a bold political attempt to modify the city’s geography and that opposition emphasizes the privilege cars enjoy for roads and city mindsets. The heated and repeated fights over feet of road space, for bikes or cars, reflect what Edward Soja calls a “spatial-justice” dispute.\textsuperscript{45}

Part I of the Article focuses on the Mobility Plan describing its basics and how it seeks to reallocate road use to increase bike paths. Part II presents the legal arguments in the \textit{Fix The City} dispute. Fix The City argues that deprioritizing car lanes on roads has a negative impact on the environment, and that as such, the Mobility Plan should not have been approved.\textsuperscript{46} In doctrinal terms, the dispute regards environmental law and city governance claims. Part III applies analysis from bicycling scholarship

\textsuperscript{42} Renia Ehrenfeucht & Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris, Sidewalks: Conflict and Negotiation over Public Space (MIT Press, 2009).


\textsuperscript{45} Edward Soja, \textit{Seeking Spatial Justice} (Univ. Minnesota Press, 2010).

\textsuperscript{46} Zahniser, \textit{supra} note 4.
to make sense of LA's bike lane fight. Part IV abstracts law and policy lessons from Los Angeles to apply in other cities, referring to approaches to bikes as vehicles and the policy privilege automobiles enjoy. The Article’s methodology examines city planning reports, court papers in the Fix The City lawsuit, and cycling scholarship from history, cultural studies, urban planning, and transportation disciplines. This qualitative analysis identifies law's role in Los Angeles's ongoing bike lane fight. Ideally, it will guide future bike lane fights in other metropolitan governments.

I. THE MOBILITY PLAN DRIVES CARS AWAY FROM A TRANSPORTATION DEFAULT

Distributed as a two-hundred-page document for public reading, the Mobility Plan is a comprehensive revision of the 1999 City of Los Angeles Transportation Element of the General Plan.47 Sixteen years earlier, the city’s main mobility focus was to prioritize cars moving as quickly as possible, often by widening streets at the expense of walking and other transportation means.48 Since then, public transit and bike ridership have increased in Los Angeles.49 The Mobility Plan offers a policy foundation guiding transport decisions through 2035. It aims to achieve a transportation system that takes into account the needs of all road users.50 Specifically, this is done with new goals, objectives, and policies. The Mobility Plan lays out a strategy for city authorities to determine how streets will be used.51 The city’s Planning Department is charged with implementing this vision.52 This vision includes 117 miles of bus-only lanes, 120 miles of bus-only lanes during rush hour, 300 miles of protected bicycle lanes, and traffic calming measures.53 Moreover, this plan is formulated to work with nine other local transportation plans from the county, transportation agencies, and the region.54 The city’s prior 2010 Bicycle Plan was incorporated into the Mobility Plan in order to seek multimodal goals with future walking, public transit, and biking plans interconnected.55

47 California law requires a city's General Plan to provide concrete direction on at least seven elements which are internally consistent, including transportation, housing, conservation, open space, noise, and safety. MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 16.
48 Id. at 31.
49 Id. at 44.
50 Id. at 13.
51 Id. at 17.
52 Id.
53 Zahniser, supra note 4.
54 Stephens, supra note 9.
55 MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 15.
As a blueprint for future city planning choices, the Mobility Plan articulates its forward-looking vision with five goals: 1) Safety First; 2) World-Class Infrastructure; 3) Access for all Angelinos; 4) Collaboration, Communication, and Informed Choices; and 5) Clean Environments and Healthy Communities. These five goals structure the Plan’s chapters. The Plan is supplemented with an Introduction, Action Plan with multiple network maps and 160 relevant city programs, and appendices. Each of the Mobility Plan’s goals contains objectives, used as targets, to measure implementation progress. Each goal describes specific policies to strategize how the objectives are enacted and goals eventually reached. In sum, goals refer to a future condition the plan envisions. Objectives serve as aspirational measurements to reach goals. Policies provide a clear course of action for decision makers. Describing a series of maps and programs, the Action Plan presents methods to prioritize implementation taking into account costs, resources, feasibility, and the discretionary nature of most policies.

The Mobility Plan’s purpose is to guide future development of the city’s transportation system by maximizing efficient use of infrastructure, employing advanced technology, reducing vehicle trips, and focusing on proximity to public transit. It provides a blueprint for later projects to be proposed and then implemented, and it is designed to meet changing mobility, air quality, and health challenges in Los Angeles. An important aspect of the Plan is having different modes of transportation linked with “first-mile and last-mile solutions,” which facilitate getting people out of their cars with easy ways to use transit close to their homes and work, a distance that is usually only a mile. With this comprehensive approach, the Mobility Plan correlates what is usually seen as transportation questions, regarding bus routes or road size, with larger issues about health and safety, access to city services and public space, environmental and air quality concerns, and support for the local economy. As proposed and adopted, the Mobility Plan is aspirational and suggests road changes and various other programs in the future. Each later project has to be implemented and often this requires public outreach, education and feedback, and studying the impacts of potential projects by neighborhood planning and public safety officials.

56 Id. at 13.
57 Id. at 7.
58 Id. at 15.
59 Id. at 15–16.
60 Id. at 13–14, 17.
61 MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 92, 106.
62 The Times Editorial Board, supra note 11; Zahniser, supra note 4.
The Mobility Plan refers to two general perspectives that spur most of its controversy: “complete streets” and reducing car trips. The complete streets approach seeks to accommodate multiple users of streets versus streets used just by cars, trucks, and buses. Examples of complete streets use a combination of widened sidewalks and cross walks, different kinds of bike paths, bus lanes, street level shopping, and benches and greenery. With complete streets, roads have utility in addition to automobiles. In 2008, California passed the Complete Streets Act which requires that cities consider the needs of all transportation users. This act requires localities to plan for multimodal transportation for the needs of “all users of streets, roads, and highways” including “motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists, children, persons with disabilities, seniors, movers of commercial goods, and users of public transportation.”

The Mobility Plan has been described as applying complete streets approaches to the entire city’s street grid. This starts with the premise that built-out cities should not widen streets anymore. Complete street approaches emphasize use of streets by various transportation methods (not just cars) and connections between different modes of travel. The focus is to not only make streets more inviting and used, but also to have a policy vision shared by agencies that work with roads and specific steps to implement these policies. One organization that is advocating for complete streets is the National Complete Streets Campaign. Improvements in health, recreation, sustainability, and increasing street-level eating and shopping motivate many cities to develop these projects. Implementing complete streets for many cities implies challenges in terms of legal authority and lawsuits, city agency politics, stakeholder buy-in, and local legislating.

63 COMPLETE STREETS DESIGN GUIDE, supra note 37, at 3.
64 MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 145.
66 MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 13.
67 Stephens, supra note 9 (quoting Seleta Reynolds, Director of L.A. Dep’t of Transp.).
69 Id.
71 For a description of the diverse challenges see Sebastian Przbyla, Finding the Right of
The next controversial measure is that the Mobility Plan attempts to decrease congestion by reducing car trips and by facilitating other modes of transportation such as public transit, walking, or biking. The Plan states that its primary emphasis is “maximizing the efficiency of existing and proposed transportation infrastructure through advanced transportation technology, through reduction of vehicle trips, and through focusing growth in proximity to public transit.”[^72] The Plan’s common objective is to take people out of their cars.[^73] For this reason, the Mobility Plan seeks to increase sidewalks widths, add bike lanes, and dedicate transit only road lanes. This contrasts a common perspective that widening streets will lessen congestion. The Plan’s approach is that transportation resources are limited and that more efficient uses would support walking, biking, and public transportation.[^74] It responds to the commonly held but mistaken assumption that adding car lanes to streets, widening streets, or lessening sidewalks decreases traffic.[^75] Similarly, the Plan slows down car traffic in some locations by eliminating car lanes. Slower car movement achieves added safety and can often accommodate more cars in an area.

Many of these aspects are described as implementing “road diets.” These project are referred to as “road diets” because they shrink the road space reserved for moving or parked cars.[^76] Road diets are criticized for contracting the space devoted for cars and this is argued to increase congestion. The Federal Highway Administration explains that the four-lane road became the norm in the United States without much engineering guidance and that many such roads had less volume than four lanes requires.[^77] Supporters of road diets point to the traffic calming effect of making streets safer, the ease with which such projects can be implemented with normal road maintenance, and that public costs are limited to just painting the road.[^78] The Federal Highway Administration describes Way: Implementing Complete Streets Programs, 33 No. 10 Zoning and Planning Law report 1, Nov. 2010.

[^72]: MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 17.
[^73]: Id.
[^74]: Id. at 126.
[^75]: Id. at 94, 145.
[^76]: The Federal Highway Administration refers to this definition of “road diet” as removal of “travel lanes from a roadway and utilizing the space for other uses or travel modes.” FED. HIGHWAY ADMIN., Road Diet Informational Guide at 1.1 (2014), https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets/guidance/info_guide/ch1.cfm [https://perma.cc/6MBU-VHGY] (citing JENNIFER ROSALES, ROAD DIET HANDBOOK (2006)).
[^77]: Id. at 1.2.
road diets as “one of the transportation safety field’s greatest success stories,” noting experiences in small and large cities.\textsuperscript{79} In Los Angeles, road diets have been a point of legal and popular contention, both before and after the Mobility Plan.\textsuperscript{80} This contention is such that bike advocacy generates debate beyond biking rights, and into areas such as city governance, traffic analysis, and environmental impacts.

One way the Mobility Plan seeks to implement its street vision is by reclassifying arterial streets to permit for a variety of widths. The new classification has five arterial street categories: Boulevard I, Boulevard II, Avenue I, Avenue II, and Avenue III.\textsuperscript{81} The previous breakdown only contained three category of roads, i.e., Major Highway Class I, Major Highway Class II, and Secondary Highway.\textsuperscript{82} The new scheme allows for greater variations and reflects how roads are currently being used. The aim is for roads to be designed for target operating speed of automobile movement. For instance, the prior-used Secondary Highway now includes Avenue I and Avenue II. Avenue I streets are designed to be 70 feet wide and with


\textsuperscript{81} Mobility Plan 2035, supra note 2, at 18–19.
\textsuperscript{82} Id.
a right-of-way width of 100 feet, 1–2 lanes in each direction, sidewalks 15 feet wide, and a targeted operating speed of 35 miles per hour. While Avenue II streets are geared to less movement with a roadway width of 56 feet, right-of-way width of 86 feet, and targeted operating speed of 30 miles per hour, their number of lanes and sidewalk widths are similar to those of Avenue I streets. The street standards reflect the approach of the National Association of City Transportation Officials (“NACTO”) Urban Bikeway Design Guide.83

Each of the Mobility Plan’s five goals refers to objectives and policies specific to biking. The goal of Safety First describes many of these. These include Vision Zero, a city effort to eliminate transportation fatalities to zero by 2025; enacting speed control measures in reference to the Complete Street Design Guide; applying speed controls to school zones; and increasing female bicycle ridership.84 Here, the Mobility Plan notes that roadway users such as walkers, children, the elderly, the mobility-impaired, and bikers can be highly vulnerable.85 The Plan seeks to implement complete street concepts using layered network approaches, with different modes of travel operating at one location. These modes include transit, bicycle, and vehicle networks.86 This approach also attempts to increase connectivity between transit modes. At certain locations or at specified times, these plans may prioritize a particular mode.

The policy of designing safe speeds aims to avoid traffic fatalities. Key to this policy is that streets are designed with Targeted Operating Speeds, as defined in the Complete Streets Design Guide.87 Faster car speeds dramatically increase the likelihood of a fatality in a collision. There is an eighty percent chance of death when a vehicle travels forty miles per hour or higher, but a collision at twenty miles per hour or slower only has a five percent chance of fatality.88 As such, layered approaches to biking and walking along with vehicles can increase safety, depending on what mode of travel the street is designed to prioritize.89

The Plan guides the city’s mobility planning decisions in conjunction with the city’s separate street safety initiative called Vision Zero. Announced by the Mayor in August of 2015, Vision Zero seeks to eliminate traffic fatalities by coordinating various local efforts such as street design,
traffic lights, law enforcement data gathering, and others. Many of the Mobility Plan’s benefits, such as increasing street calming and city biking, look to Vision Zero efforts for support. Vision Zero aims to address specific Los Angeles challenges such as the second highest rate of pedestrian deaths by motor vehicles and a pedestrian fatality rate nearly four times the national average, representing more than half of all traffic collision fatalities.

Vision Zero is premised on the ideas that deaths due to traffic collisions are unacceptable and that street design can contribute to unsafe streets and be utilized to reduce fatalities. Vision Zero design includes traffic light coordination, vehicle speed, enforcing right of way and speed rules, and street calming such as bike lanes, greenery, and resident activity on sidewalks. Vision Zero’s Action Plan was released in January of 2017, with maps and listings of which corridors and intersections carry the highest risk of collision. Central to the Action Plan are statistics, also referred to the Mobility Plan, that show that there is a five percent likelihood of a death for a pedestrian hit by a car traveling twenty miles per hour, but this increases to forty five percent for cars traveling thirty miles per hour. When this initiative was announced, six percent of the city’s street mileage accounted for sixty five percent of pedestrian and cyclist deaths and severe injuries. The initiative’s goals are to reduce traffic fatalities by twenty percent by 2017 and eliminate them by 2025. Its effort began in earnest in 2017 when the City allocated $27 million to fund Vision Zero projects including an essential $8.3 million for infrastructure improvements. This funding was originally slated to be far less, only $3 million, before city voters approved a sales tax measure in November of

Id. at 1.  
Garcetti, supra note 90, at 2.  
Id.  
Id.  
Los Angeles’s Vision Zero initiative is similar to efforts by cities worldwide, which have succeeded in reducing deaths for walkers and bike riders but never fully eliminated them. Los Angeles Vision Zero projects like road diets and traffic calming attract much of the same public opposition as do bike lanes and other projects envisioned by the Mobility Plan.

Advocates for Complete Street approaches, road diets, and bike lanes sight numerous empirical studies that essentially conclude that bike infrastructure, including bike lanes and other means like street demarcations and signage, along with slowing automobiles, lessen biking injuries, collisions, and fatalities. In Los Angeles, critics of bike lanes essentially argue that they take away road use that should be devoted to cars and that planned road diets will make things worse. In 2017,
some council members sought measures to limit bike lanes. This came after local opposition to individual bike lanes, which began in 2015, lead to lawsuits and political challenges for council members.\textsuperscript{103} The city has on several occasions installed bike lanes after lawsuits from cyclists injuries or death, accounting for $22 million in six cases since 2014.\textsuperscript{104}

The Mobility Plan’s next objectives of a World-Class Infrastructure goal focus mostly on non-bike networks, but also include public outreach for completing bike lanes and neighborhood enhanced networks.\textsuperscript{105} This infrastructure goal lists four kinds of policies that would include bike lanes.\textsuperscript{106} Most obvious is policy 2.6 Bicycle Network. It describes biking as important to both long and short distances and encompasses both protected bike lanes and bike paths.\textsuperscript{107} Bike lanes are dedicated roadways only for bicycle use, often found in parks or in open spaces. Bike paths refer to space reserved for bicycle use, whether exclusive or not, on a road that is used by other transportation modes, such as vehicles or buses. The Complete Streets Design Guide explains the various bike treatments and when they work best.\textsuperscript{108} Importantly, it notes that many cities have increased bike ridership and lessened traffic delays by employing street calming measures such as bike lanes.\textsuperscript{109} Biking policies support health, safety, and equity factors of mobility planning. For policy makers, these factors can be prioritized using data-driven choices, as described in policy 4.6 from Plan’s chapter 4.\textsuperscript{110} Two other infrastructure polices encompass bike lanes; the Complete Streets Design Guide and Neighborhood Enhancement Network. The Complete Streets Design Guide acts as a toolkit to design streets, aiming for safety, increased vitality, and access.\textsuperscript{111} Bike lanes are incorporated as a mode of transportation prioritized on a street to decrease vehicle speed and to increase public access to roads. The


\textsuperscript{104} Id.

\textsuperscript{105} MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2, at 76.

\textsuperscript{106} Id. at 77.

\textsuperscript{107} Id. at 83.

\textsuperscript{108} Id. at 79.

\textsuperscript{109} Id. at 83.

\textsuperscript{110} Id.

\textsuperscript{111} COMPLETE STREETS DESIGN GUIDE, supra note 37, at 4, 210.
Neighborhood Enhancement Network seeks to do the same in locally serving streets. In both settings bike paths add to street life, calm car speeds, and reduce the need for car trips.\textsuperscript{112}

In the Access for all Angelenos goal, the Mobility Plan describes two biking objectives. First, the Plan prioritizes proximity to biking infrastructure.\textsuperscript{113} It states that ninety percent of households should be within one-half mile of bike lanes, bike paths, or neighborhood enhanced streets. Next, the Plan aims for half of all households to have access to bike sharing within one quarter miles. An important policy for these are “first-mile and last-mile solutions,” which ensures that users have a way to get to public transit, be it a transit station or a bus stop.\textsuperscript{114} Bike lanes and bike sharing are useful for filling this gap. This is an example of multimodal transportation planning.

The Mobility Plan’s Collaboration, Communication, and Informed Choices goal seeks to inform the public, employ electronic technologies, and rely on data-based policy choices.\textsuperscript{115} It includes the simple biking objective to implement wayfinding on all parts of the Bicycle Enhancement Network.\textsuperscript{116} Wayfinding is the system of street signs and easy to decipher signals indicating where paths continue, connect, and turn. Most policies for this goal utilize outreach, private-public cooperation, and digital means to provide information and track mobility choices.

The Mobility Plan’s Policy 4.6 Data-Driven Prioritization of Projects contains what is the most legally debated aspect of the Mobility Plan.\textsuperscript{117} This policy explains that a “data-driven process” identifies the most impact a project can have.\textsuperscript{118} This is important since financial resources are limited and leaders should seek to strategically prioritize improvements.\textsuperscript{119} Projects may achieve multiple objectives and benefits, while having a wider appeal to funding sources. This policy guidance can be interpreted as framing how non-automobile modes are more attractive than automobile modes. Policy 4.6 explains that this requires “considering a wider array of data beyond vehicular throughput,” which has “traditionally been the primary factor guiding transportation investments.”\textsuperscript{120}
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By doing this, the Mobility Plan aims to change the transportation policy focus away from being a default or priority for cars. It suggests asking how a policy eliminates car trips, lessens vehicle speeds, invites public use, helps air quality or public health, and supports bikes, walking, or transit modes.121 This is a different policy lens than asking simply how much faster or slower cars travel when a city transportation decision is made. This prioritization contained in Policy 4.6 points to the legal debate between Los Angeles and Fix The City over a host of issues, starting with how many feet cars are excluded from, but also encompassing air quality, CEQA regulations, and the benefit of lessening auto trips versus the burden of traffic calming.

This changed approach to assessing the impact of transportation programs also appears in the Clean Environments and Healthy Communities goal. Here, a central objective is to decrease Vehicle Miles Traveled ("VMT") per capita by five percent every five years to twenty percent.122 This means that there is an aim to reduce car trips by twenty percent. Policies to enact this and other environmental objectives include sustainable transportation, VMT, and alternative metrics. Bike lanes are just one source of many sustainable transportation methods, but biking in general can only be publicly supported with data-based justifications. For this reason, the policies on VMT and metrics are so significant.

In sum, the Mobility Plan includes adding new bike lanes to Los Angeles as part of a larger project to prioritize safety and travel options for city residents, targeting about ten percent of the city’s streets with lane reductions. This is part of the Plan’s larger effort to balance the needs of all transportation means. As a blueprint for future transportation and urban planning city goals, the Plan guides choices on what type of projects will be implemented in the future. Its environmental benefits, produced by decreased car use, should be reflected in future environmental metrics for traffic analysis.

II. THE BIKE LANE FIGHT OVER ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND CITY GOVERNANCE

Environmental law and city governance norms frame the bike lane fight over the Mobility Plan and how Angelenos will live and move

121 Id. at 127.
122 Id. at 143.
in the future. Soon after the City Council approved the Mobility Plan in 2015, Fix The City filed a lawsuit arguing that the city failed to properly take into account how the Mobility Plan would increase car congestion, causing air pollution and compromising public safety, and moreover, that the Mayor and City Planning Commission had not reviewed Plan amendments. The suit alleges that the Plan will produce increased car traffic on streets, since bikes and buses will occupy lanes previously used by cars.\textsuperscript{123} This increase will result in more emissions and less air quality.\textsuperscript{124} Moreover, the purported increased gridlock will interfere with emergency responders’ ability to rescue city residents. Fix The City avers that these facts necessitate additional environmental review and more public comment.\textsuperscript{125} It characterizes the Plan as forcing riders out of their cars and into massive auto congestion because of the city’s shift to support public transit, walking, and biking.

This litigation strategy focusing on CEQA review and procedural infractions in related EIR and city legislative and executive approvals characterize bike lane fights, past, present, and for the future.\textsuperscript{126} The Mobility Plan has been embroiled in a lawsuit since then and similar legal action has developed against new bike lanes recently installed.\textsuperscript{127} Los Angeles’s bike lane fight is part of a larger effort to restructure mobility and living in the city, but in litigation and implementation terms it follows the contested course San Francisco battled with for its Bike Plan a decade before.\textsuperscript{128}

This Article refers to the Mobility Plan adopted by the City Council on January 20, 2016 and approved by the City Planning Commission on December 17, 2015.\textsuperscript{129} This is the Plan that the City will implement, to guide how mobility projects including bike lanes are enacted. But a prior version of the Plan had been approved by the city just a few months before.\textsuperscript{130} It gave rise to the Fix The City lawsuit.

\textsuperscript{123} First Am. Verified Pet. for Writ of Mandate and Compl. for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief at ¶ 44, Fix the City, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (Cal. Super. Ct. L.A. County Feb. 19, 2016) (No. BS159574) [hereinafter Amended Complaint].
\textsuperscript{124} Id. ¶44.
\textsuperscript{125} Id. ¶ 53.
\textsuperscript{126} Id. ¶¶ 51–62, 82–90.
\textsuperscript{127} Nelson, supra note 80.
\textsuperscript{128} See Rachel Gordon, Judge puts city’s bicycle plan on hold/injunction imposed until project’s review process examined, SF GATE (June 24, 2006), http://www.sfgate.com/bay area/article/SAN-FRANCISCO-Judge-puts-city-s-bicycle-plan-on-2494121.php [https://perma.cc/8YA8-NK4C].
\textsuperscript{129} MOBILITY PLAN 2035, supra note 2.
\textsuperscript{130} Complaint Sept. 9, supra note 13, at ¶ 2.
A brief description of these steps offers a look into how the Mobility Plan became the subject of litigation.\(^{131}\) On August 11, 2015 the City Council adopted the first version of Mobility Plan and certified its corresponding EIR, which the City Planning Commission had been working on since 2013.\(^{132}\) Fix The City filed its first complaint, alleging CEQA and city governance claims, on September 9.\(^{133}\) Purportedly in response to this, the City Council initiated a motion to rescind the Mobility Plan on October 30.\(^{134}\) On November 25, the City Council rescinded the first version of the Mobility Plan adopted on August 11.\(^{135}\) On December 17, the City Planning Commission held a public hearing on amendments to the Mobility Plan, as approved in August by the City Council. Fix The City filed a new complaint on December 15.\(^{136}\) The City Council adopted the second version of the Mobility Plan on January 20, 2016.\(^{137}\)

Fix The City’s complaint presented its CEQA and city governance claims.\(^{138}\) The lawsuit was not a surprise the organization had provided public and written testimony against the Mobility Plan during several phases of the EIR and in city agency and council hearings. Over the years, it attracted much public attention in Los Angeles for lawsuits filed against high-density housing, public infrastructure, and mixed-use development projects. For the Mobility Plan dispute, its later complaints refer to procedural infractions created by rescinding the first version of the Plan and not conducting a new EIR.\(^{139}\)

Fix The City describes itself as a nonprofit public benefit corporation with a mission focused on quality of life and public safety.\(^{140}\) Its objectives include neighborhood improvements and protection, local infrastructure, local government efficiency, and environmental advocacy in Los Angeles.\(^{141}\) Its webpage refers to its effort not as “anti-development” but as “pro-public

\(^{131}\) This history is described in Complaint Sept. 9, supra note 13, at ¶¶ 2, 4, 11–24; Complaint Dec. 15, supra note 13, at ¶¶ 2–5, 12–34; Amended Complaint, supra note 123, at ¶¶ 2–5, 12–36.
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safety, pro-livability, and pro—rules matter.'" This mission is painted as monitoring government policies so the “type, amount and location of development” correlates with “adequate supporting infrastructure and services.” In addition to the Mobility Plan, active projects include seeking high-density development in West Los Angeles and Hollywood are consistent with community plans. Traditionally the group garners public attention for trying to stop or modify development in Los Angeles, while recently criticism focus on how Fix The City settles with developers to attain money and pursue its other projects.

In its first cause of action, Fix The City claims that the Mobility Plan violates the CEQA, since the Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) used to support the Plan was outdated and omitted important relevant information. Enacted in 1970, CEQA created a comprehensive scheme seeking to ensure California agencies: examine the environmental effects of state projects, inform themselves and the public of these potential harms, and make efforts to avoid or reduce these harms. CEQA requires agencies to review if there will be a significant adverse effect to the environment caused by the project, then an EIR must be prepared, certified, and reviewed by the agency before any approval of the project. “Significant effect” is defined as substantial or potentially substantial adverse change to the environment, referring to “physical conditions . . . affected by a proposed project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, noise, [and] objects of historic and aesthetic significance.” An EIR has the objective of serving as a way for agencies and the public to receive information about a project and the environment and methods to avoid or lessen these impacts. The EIR should be prepared to support decisions that intelligently take into account environmental consequences of a project. This includes identifying the effects of a project and how they can be avoided, litigated,
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substantially lessened or minimized, and if alternatives to project, included not proceeding with the project, exist.\textsuperscript{151} This process of identifying effects and how to lessen or avoid them allows for the state agency to make an intelligent decision about the project.\textsuperscript{152} The “core of the EIR” is in the mitigation and alternatives sections.\textsuperscript{153}

In April 2013, Los Angeles issued a notice to prepare an EIR.\textsuperscript{154} The Department of City Planning released its Draft Environmental Impact Report (“DEIR”) on February 13, 2014 and a Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report (“RDEIR”) six days later.\textsuperscript{155} The Final Environmental Impact Report (“FEIR”) was published in May of 2015.\textsuperscript{156} The FEIR totals over 300 pages and includes sections for Findings of Fact, Mitigation Monitoring Plan, and a Statement of Overriding Consideration.\textsuperscript{157} Importantly, it includes general and itemized responses to public inquiries and comments from the DEIR, which is over 900 pages.

In its lawsuit, Fix The City’s CEQA arguments focus on the EIR, in its three phases, and how Los Angeles City Council, Mayor, Planning Department, and council committees referred to the EIR in approving the Mobility Plan.\textsuperscript{158} This argumentation regards purported environmental harms caused by the Mobility Plan and then procedural deficiencies with the City Council and the Mayor decision not to add to the EIR or begin a new EIR.\textsuperscript{159} Fix The City argues in its complaint, and has contended since the DEIR was issued, that the Mobility Plan: increases congestion by taking car lanes away for transit, bikes, and walking; makes claims about reducing Green House Gases (“GHG”) that are unproven; relies on outdated traffic data; uses the wrong methodology to examine traffic congestion by relying on VMT versus vehicle hours; ignores significant impact to response times for emergency services caused by eliminating car lanes; and ignores alternatives.\textsuperscript{160}

Fix The City’s more particular CEQA claims focus on the FEIR and the procedure used to approve the Mobility Plan. The City did not prepare a new EIR after the September 2015 certification and referred
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to CEQA Guidelines section 15162.161 This Guideline only requires a subsequent EIR when the lead agency determines “substantial changes” due to “new significant environmental effects,” “increase in the severity,” changed “circumstances,” or “new information of substantial importance, which was not known or could have been known.”162 This determination needs to be based on “substantial evidence in light of the whole record.”163 Fix The City argues that a finding of fact was needed to rely on this determination. It contends that new evidence arose between the RDEIR and later the FEIR regarding first response times of emergency services and that this should have been reviewed.164 Moreover, it argues that a new EIR should have looked into the City Council adding the implementation criteria of equity and public safety and designating itself as lead agency to implement the Mobility Plan.

The second kind of argument made by Fix The City focuses on the City Council’s process in approving the Plan.165 Specifically, it refers to sections 555, 556, and 558 of the Los Angeles City Charter (“LACC”), Section 11.5.6 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (“LAMC”), and Government Code 65400.5.166 Section 555 of LACC requires that the City Council attain approval from the City Planning Commission and the Mayor for amendments to the city’s General Plan, which the Mobility Plan is.167 While sections 556 and 558 of the Charter refer to consistency with the city’s General Plan and to consistencies for city ordinances, orders, and resolutions, respectively.168

Specific to the Section 555 claim, Fix The City refers to how the City Council repealed the Mobility Plan without obtaining review from City Planning Commission and the Mayor, argued to be required by Section 555(c).169 This likely refers to the November 25, 2015 council action rescinding the original Mobility Plan from September of that year. Next, Fix The City refers to further procedural infractions of Los Angeles Municipal
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Code section 11.5.6. It argues that the Council could only take action within a seventy-five-day window after recommendation from the City Planning Commission and the Mayor. Here it is argued that the Council could not approve the version of the Mobility Plan from November since the window had expired. Lastly, Fix The City argues that the Mobility Plan is inconsistent with Los Angeles’s thirty five community plans, which require a reduction in automobile congestion, and with the city’s requirements to provide police and fire services. This allegedly violates the City Charter sections 556 and 588 and Government Code 65300.5.

Fix the City’s CEQA legal arguments hit at the most significant stumbling block for urban bike planning projects in California. Many cities, including Los Angeles, Oakland, San Diego, San Francisco, and Berkeley, have found that CEQA is a roadblock to developing bike plans, creating bike lanes, or installing bike infrastructure. CEQA offers a four decade-old regime mandating analysis of environmental effects, mitigation and alternatives; public disclosure and discussion of this; and certification by a lead agency. For many urban planners and bike advocates, this environmental law creates the greatest challenge for bike plans. The irony is that urban biking projects are sought because of their environmental benefits, but CEQA’s strict procedural mandates, guaranteed public participation, and private standing secure a legal avenue for opposition. By examining how projects delay automobile travel and thus impact the environment, CEQA is often in tension with state requirements to decrease greenhouse gas emissions. CEQA’s transportation analysis often encourages car trips and these vehicle miles traveled pose a historic challenge for meeting California’s greenhouse gas emissions.
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emission reduction targets. Moreover, Fix the City’s claims regarding city governance complement the CEQA arguments, with both doctrines mandating procedural steps and information disclosure. The Mobility Plan is a long-term guide for land use determination, but the litigation challenging it capitalizes on environmental law and informational disclosures.

Fix the City’s litigation strategy focused on the EIR and CEQA is very similar to the lawsuit that challenged San Francisco’s Bike Plan from 2005 to 2013. In 2005, city leaders in San Francisco approved a comprehensive plan increasing the number of bike lanes in the city and permitting bikes on public transport. Groups called the Coalition for Adequate Review and Ninety-Nine Percent and an individual Rob Anderson filed a lawsuit in 2005, challenging the bike plan and seeking an EIR as mandated by CEQA. A court enjoined the Bike Plan in November of 2006 because it lacked an EIR. The city had argued that a prior EIR from 1997 was sufficient. It contended that the 2005 Bike Plan merely amended the prior bike plan. In addition to bike lanes, this 2005 amendment tried to: eliminate city use of Level of Service (“LOS”) measures for car congestion, make bikes a priority in city planning and land use decisions, and require consistency in land use and mobility decisions with the bike plan. In 2009 a new EIR was certified by city leaders, with an over 2,000 page report, 36,000 pages of administrative record, and 60 projects ready to be completed. The next year in 2010 the trial court sided with the city, but Rob Anderson appealed this trial court order and won. In January of 2013, the appeals court found that despite the EIR the city had not made the proper findings about the Bike Plan’s infeasibility.
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Eventually, much of the bike plan was implemented, which has been argued by some as litigation delays and by others as CEQA-mandated analysis of environmental impacts. Had San Francisco initially conducted an EIR in 2005, it could have avoided the costly litigation and delays. San Francisco’s experience, with city planning efforts supporting bikes at cars expense and a resultant CEQA-focused dispute, illuminates the challenges Los Angeles faces.

Since then California has made two significant changes to CEQA involving bike projects in particular and how transportation projects are measured to have environmental impacts. First, the state amended CEQA to greater facilitate city efforts to install bike lanes and develop urban bike plans. The San Francisco experience with the 2005 Bike Plan motivated new exemptions to CEQA for cities and bikes. Effective in 2014, CEQA exempted EIR requirements for bicycle transportation plans in urbanized areas and for bike lane projects in urbanized areas consistent with a local bicycle transportation plan. The first exemption focused on transportation plans mentions restriping roads for bike lanes, bike parking, signal timing, and other signage. The second exemption focused just on the projects of restriping roads for bike lanes. While an EIR is not required for these plans and lanes, agencies must still hold public hearings, seek resident input, and prepare a report about traffic and safety impacts along with mitigation measures. If the project or plan is approved, then the agency must file a notice with state and county clerks, providing an analysis of traffic and safety impacts. These two exemptions were renewed in July of 2017, with their effectiveness extended until January 1, 2021.

---
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Larger reforms lie ahead for CEQA and bike lanes, specific to determining how transportation choices impact urban expansion and the use of automobiles. These changes by no means focus on bicycles, but they stand to greatly impact how EIRs will measure the benefits and drawbacks of bike lanes. On September 12, 2013 the legislature passed SB 743 which for transit project analysis replaced LOS measurements with VMT measurements. The basic argument is that LOS focuses too much on a delay in car travel and encourages urban sprawl with wider roads and requiring road construction for cars. LOS examines the number of vehicles that travel through an intersection at a given time. By contrast, VMT analysis prioritizes projects which decrease the number of trips taken by automobiles. VMT evaluates vehicle usage rather than congestion. Even though SB 743 is over four years old, regulations specifically regarding VMT have not been formally been issued by California. The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (“OPR”) released proposals in January 2014 and January 2016, but final regulations have not been issued by the state’s Natural Resources Agency. Final VMT regulations has been complicated by delays, commentary, and formalizing what metrics within VMT will be required. As this Article is written, new proposals for VMT regulations are pending and anticipated to be implemented in 2018.

These changes in California’s environmental law point to an optimistic policy path for bike lanes, even though CEQA poses the most significant legal challenge for Los Angeles’s Mobility Plan currently. This points to the ambivalent progress of urban bike advocacy. For decades, biking groups have sought or have been urged by health and environmental
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interests not to focus only on biking issues but instead seek coalition support for broader change. The Mobility Plan exemplifies such an end result. The Mobility Plan coordinates bike lanes with pedestrian plans and multimodal transportation means. It emphasizes bike lanes as part of a bike network sharing the city with vehicle and public transit networks, justified by sustainability and health benefits. This change in approach makes it easier for such projects to attain approval from community, policy maker, and local government levels.

For this Mobility Plan though, non-biking issues pose the largest legal challenges. The Mobility Plan’s policy successes and its shift beyond bike lanes also set the course for legal disputes. The Fix The City lawsuit shows this in two ways. The Mobility Plan cannot fully rely on EIR exemptions for bike lanes or from the advantages of VMT metrics in traffic analysis. Both of these changes to CEQA promise to make bike lane implementation easier, but are not fully applicable to the Mobility Plan’s legal defense.

Since the Mobility Plan is far more encompassing than bike lanes or a city bike plan, it cannot benefit from the EIR exemptions created by AB 417 in 2012. These exemptions allow bike lane projects to evade the more rigorous parts of CEQA and substitute a full EIR process with just public hearings and a negative declaration. Fix The City’s CEQA claims brought up against the city focus on alleged deficiencies in the EIR for the Mobility Plan. For this, the Mobility Plan reforms much more than just bikes lanes in Los Angeles, this may have a larger impact on the city and make bike projects more feasible in local politics. But this expanded scope precludes the bike lane and bike plan exemptions California enacted specific to EIRs.

With a similar effect, CEQA changes to the determination of the environmental effect of traffic patterns cannot yet benefit the Mobility Plan. VMT is expected to make EIR scrutiny less daunting for replacing car lanes with bike lanes. Bike lanes lessen the number of cars on the road and this should result in less vehicle miles traveled, thus fairing well under VMT metrics.\(^{201}\) The Mobility Plan EIR explains that it must use LOS, which essentially focuses on how a project impacts car delays, since VMT regulations had not yet been issued.\(^{202}\) It explains that future

\(^{201}\) Zahniser, supra note 4.

projects that the Mobility Plan guides should fare better with VMT.\textsuperscript{203} Bike plans in cities are just one of many types of projects that must undergo an EIR in California. This reaches far beyond transportation projects. Accordingly, VMT promises to impact far more than just bike lanes and transportation plans.\textsuperscript{204} For this reason, the opposition to VMT has been so substantial and it explains why VMT guidelines have been delayed by nearly five years. In this light, issues outside biking, such as housing and real estate development, defer VMT’s implementation.

The Fix The City lawsuit and the changes to CEQA point to a shift in how law supports and challenges bike planning. As Fix the City sued Los Angeles in 2015, the city devised its plan and conducted its EIR. Well before most Mobility Plan projects were enacted, California was reinventing how to measure the negative impact of cars, bikes, and infrastructure use. Meanwhile other California cities have moved to use VMT to support the reorganization of transportation planning.\textsuperscript{205} In sum, the LA’s bike lane fight looks to the future with Mobility Plan–inspired projects and VMT regulations for CEQA, but prior approaches to analyzing the environmental impact of traffic still fuel current litigation.

Meanwhile at the street and neighborhood level, the bike lane fight continues as a debate about road diets. Local opposition argues that bike lanes eliminate spaces for cars resulting in an increase in traffic.\textsuperscript{206} Bike advocates and city leaders point to the safety benefits of bike lanes and traffic calming.\textsuperscript{207} They also explain that many bike lanes are implemented after significant study and are responses to bike or pedestrian fatalities and consequential lawsuits.\textsuperscript{208} This resistance has had a political impact with many city council members doubting the need to support Vision Zero and bike lanes.\textsuperscript{209} This pattern of a bike lane fight
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and resulting erosion of political support for bike lanes has repeated itself in various locations in Los Angeles in the last years.\footnote{584}

III. LAW’S FORCE IN SECURING ROAD SPACE FOR BIKES

To help identify how law specifically facilitates and challenges city efforts to enact bike lanes, this Article looks to recent scholarship on bike policies from the history, cultural studies, urban planning, and transportation planning disciplines. Specifically, these books are \textit{Bike Battles: a History of Sharing the American Road} by environmental historian James Longhurst;\footnote{211} \textit{One Less Car: Bicycling and the Politics of Automobility} by cultural studies Professor Zack Furness;\footnote{212} \textit{City Cycling} edited by urban planners John Pucher and Ralph Buehler;\footnote{213} and \textit{Streetfight: Handbook for an Urban Revolution} by Janette Sadik-Khan and Seth Solomonow\footnote{214} who both worked in the New York City Department of Transportation as Commissioner and Chief Media Strategist, respectively. These four studies provide different lenses into developing bike policies. They do this specific to their focus on biking rights, resistance by cyclists, city planning decisions, and transportation policies. These viewpoints help contextualize what develops in legal terms as Los Angeles defends and proceeds to implement the Mobility Plan.

In \textit{Bike Battles}, James Longhurst, an environmental historian, provides a long-term history of biking rights, charting legal cases since the late nineteenth century before cars existed to interest in fitness biking in the 1970s.\footnote{215} During this long journey, cyclists have had to defend their legal rights to use roads, as cars have acquired and then defended their protected road privilege.\footnote{216} This history develops broadly as a series of “battles.” The first battle was to have bikes legally classified as vehicles and therefore able to be used on public roads in 1895. Second, bicycles became reflective of white and upper class notions of independence during the turn of the century. Third, bikes faced increased exclusions by vehicle codes and rising popularity of cars and freeways before World War II.
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These trends only increased with suburban expansion, federal highway spending, and booms in cheap fuel and car manufacturing in the 1950s and 1960s. Finally, there were renewed biking interests with calls for fuel efficiency and fitness in the 1970s. Bike Battles argues that in the United States roadways privilege cars over bicycles, but that bikes have to fight and refight for their legal right to access public roads. These contests are framed by land use decisions creating path dependency, wherein current policy debates are framed by past policy determinations. Bike access to public roads as vehicles has been challenged in an evolving context since the early twentieth century. Longhurst explains that currently three factors frame path dependency: gasoline taxes from car use fund road construction; various model codes for city planning deprioritize, if not exclude, bicycles from local policy determinations; and building bike lanes is seen as expensive.

Applying these Bike Battles insights to Los Angeles, the Mobility Plan represents a local government’s effort to shift path dependency from a default planning privilege for automobiles to a diverse transport support for biking, walking, public transit, and intermodal connections between these options. Importantly, this city planning project is aspirational and forward-looking, with a vision for 2035, while it is also political with the city council, the planning department, and stakeholders working on the Plan. Key to the Plan is the city explicitly balancing the interests of many modes of transportation and not just prioritizing the needs of automobiles.

Looking to the lessons described in Bike Battles, the Fix The City lawsuit emphasizes that the legal debate is about city authority to enact mobility plans and not about the legal right cyclists or bicycles have to use roads. In this light, the city’s political project and long-term aspects of the Mobility Plan stand out as attempts to break the path dependency
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and privilege for cars. The Mobility Plan justifications of health, environment, and access add to the traditional needs advocated by cyclists. In sum, Bike Battles helps frame the legal fight for bike paths, envisioned by the Mobility Plan, as something more comprehensive, long-term, and politically focused on how to live in Los Angeles. The debated future of Los Angeles is not limited to cyclist rights, bike access to roads, or only protecting road space for automobiles.

In One Less Car: Bicycling and the Politics of Automobility, Zack Furness analyzes how biking is intrinsically a political act with riders forced to contest the dominant cultural narrative and political protection afforded to cars. Examining a history of bike advocacy, Furness describes how since bicycles were first manufactured, riders have had to fight for access to public space, with roads and municipal facilities denied. Central to his cultural studies approach, Furness illustrates that technology, in this case bicycles and automobiles, is not politically neutral. Vehicles in the form of bikes or cars benefit from political and economic support, such as access to public space in road, infrastructure subsidies, and land use priorities made by local authorities.

One Less Car describes two aspects of this bike advocacy relevant to the Mobility Plan dispute. First, in the 1960–70s bike activism articulated a “right to the city” position. Starting in Amsterdam, Netherlands, but later in other large European and North American cities, riders protested to raise urban awareness and to push local leaders to make cities safer to bike within. Furness refers to Henri Lefebvre’s call for a “right to the city” as the right to “participate in urbanity, the right to appropriate the city not merely as an economic unit, but as a home and an expression of lived experience.” This fight was not just to have bike lanes or have biking rights legally recognized in urban and metropolitan settings. These movements were reactions to how urban space, especially in city centers, had been reconceived to support cars, with automobile movement and parking prioritized. After mass manufacturing of cars began in the 1920s, city planners prioritized space and infrastructure to accommodate cars. Automobiles could rely on a host of industries and lobbying to help
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craft land use policies, vehicle codes, infrastructure development, and housing and city planning to benefit cars. In reaction, bike advocacy movements importantly articulated their vision, not just for access to roadways, but as a right to the city.\textsuperscript{231}

Also importantly, Furness presents the cultural biases challenging bike advocacy.\textsuperscript{232} The media presents bikes as abnormal, different, or riders as weird, when compared to the idealized automobile. Movies and social stereotypes prioritize individuals owning and using cars. These two factors, city planning and cultural stigma, explain why biking is an act of resistance. This transpires in urban areas and influences how cities are planned, building on a cultural trope that productive and desired residents use cars for transportation, own cars, and cities facilitate this.

Looking at the Mobility Plan, the insights from \textit{One Less Car} point to the city presenting benefits of biking in a different light, as less directly in conflict with cars and more as alleviating congestion, environmental, and public health harms. Central to this is how it is a “Mobility” Plan and not just a transportation project or bike plan.\textsuperscript{233} A “transportation” plan would emphasize bus, rail, tram, and subway modes. But “mobility” is more inclusive, including biking and walking. Moreover, “mobility” suggests residents can move and chose what method to achieve this, with the person having options and being active in their selection while the “transport” label is more focused on the means and services. These policy and presentation foci, regarding how the Mobility Plan was developed, illustrate how bike path advocacy can be less directly in conflict with city planners and automobile interests. Employing these approaches the long-term resistance cyclists face, as Furness describes, is mitigated. Resistance and stereotyping lessen when bike paths are part of a more comprehensive approach (including health, environment, and congestion concerns).

The Mobility Plan’s “complete streets” approach demonstrates another way to deflect the cultural stigma attached to biking, described by Furness.\textsuperscript{234} By pointing to streets as inviting leisure, walking, commercial, and social activities, complete streets reframe the conflict between bikes and vehicles. Previously, the two modes were seen as a contest literally over feet and inches on streets. Complete streets diffuses this tension by adding public life to street planning, beyond just automobile
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movement. This recasts how streets are used, but in reference to Furness’s lens it paints streets as open to many urban life uses, with one being bike lanes. This shifts a debate about bikes in cultural and political resistance to an optimistic view of how streets can be used for many activities.

The Fix The City lawsuit’s focus on environmental law and council governance claims illustrates that a doctrinal contest is really about city authority and not just cars. The Mobility Plan articulates this authority with a lens to balance mobility needs of different users. Fix The City seeks to stop these determinations by local government, arguing they cause congestion, lessen air quality, and were improperly made. Seen in a One Less Car’s lens, this legal contest aims to decouple the city’s street planning vision from the benefits of mobility and complete streets approach.

In City Cycling, editors John Pucher and Ralph Buehler offer a comparative analysis of how cities worldwide develop policies to support utilitarian biking. This form of bicycle riding is not merely for fitness or recreation, but also for the rider to commute, run errands, and to use in daily travel. Urban planning professors Pucher and Buehler provide a variety of chapters analyzing utility biking as well as global trends, health benefits, technical innovation in equipment, safety, utility biking’s connection to public transportation, bikesharing programs, and results in different-sized cities worldwide. The book’s schematic organization examines what kind of bike lanes, safety regulation, cycle storage, and public transportation connections work. A central theme of the edited volume is how the Netherlands, Denmark, and other European countries achieve between fifteen and twenty-six percent of resident travel on bikes, while the highest percentages in North America never reach these levels. Similarly, City Cycling shows that successful biking policies are local but that national level influence regarding biking goals and infrastructure funding greatly helps facilitate city biking achievements.

Pucher and Buehler find that success in increasing utility biking depends on a package of mutually supportive bike infrastructure, bike programs, and bike policies. Infrastructure includes bike lanes and signage, connections to public transportation, and bike storage. Bike programs
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aim to have the city or region specifically address biking needs, seek input from cyclists, and encourage residents to ride.\textsuperscript{242} Policies are essential to enforce safety requirements; encourage car awareness of bike riders; guide car, transit, and walker movement; calm traffic; invite the use of public space for transportation modes other than cars; and safety education.\textsuperscript{243} This comprehensive approach increases utility biking by discouraging car use and making biking an easier, more sustainable, cheaper, and safer travel method. This approach encourages residents to ride, facilitates riding, and increasing the costs of traveling inside a city by a car.\textsuperscript{244} For advocates and policy makers pushing for more bike use, Pucher and Buehler argue that a successful approach goes beyond bike rights.\textsuperscript{245} Utility biking increases when the policy narrative seeks coalitions with other stakeholders (such as environmental and health advocates), to minimize traffic congestion, and to employ data (about safety, use, and traffic) to support policy positions.

The Los Angeles Mobility Plan clearly illustrates Pucher and Buehler’s point that local politics is where utility cycling is most contested. The Los Angeles City Council acted. The city’s Planning Department sought community support and input. The lawsuit is fought with local and state doctrines, on environmental and procedural norms. Similarly, the Mobility Plan points to Pucher and Buehler’s advocacy suggestions of working with other groups and issues, such as a complete streets approach, providing alternatives to cars, making bike use easier and cheaper, calming streets, and finding common causes with environmental, public health, and fitness interests.

In \textit{Streetfight: Handbook for an Urban Revolution}, Janette Sadik-Khan and Seth Solomonow describe the experiences and lessons from the New York City Transportation Commission.\textsuperscript{246} Starting in 2007, the Commission implemented a series of measures making the city’s streets more accessible to urban life, deprioritizing cars, and reflecting many of the changes envisioned in the Los Angeles Mobility Plan 2035.\textsuperscript{247} This includes bike lanes, a bike share program, converting street intersections into plazas and parks, and making sidewalks pedestrian friendly. City Transportation Commissioner Sadik-Khan lead these efforts.\textsuperscript{248}
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She describes her approach as combining Robert Moses’ vision and Jane Jacobs’ action, referencing the highly followed urban planning debate of the 1960s. As parks commissioner, Moses led New York’s projects to make the city more car friendly with highways and bridges, to aid suburban commutes while controversially destroying historic city neighborhoods. Jacobs, a sociologist, described pedestrian life and city neighborhoods as how cities actually move. Jacobs led a popular protest stopping Moses’ plan to build a highway crossing through Manhattan which would have destroyed much of Soho and Greenwich Village. *Streetfight* explains that Moses’ vision to build for future projects can be executed by capitalizing on the way city residents actually use streets, versus attempting to help automobiles move with larger roads.

Incorporating urban theory and policy experience, Sadik-Khan emphasizes that prior urban design focused on moving automobiles by creating wide roads and highways. Continued street widening, at the expense of supporting public transport, bikes, or sidewalks, does not decrease traffic. It is wrong to assume that eliminating car lanes increases traffic. These lanes will always be filled by cars if they exist. What decreases traffic is getting people not to take the car trip and to instead choose walking, public transit, or biking. Making the street more inviting to life and non-car modes of transportation takes people out of cars. This last point explains how landscaping, plaza seating, street dividers, leisure space, and street level commerce fit into city transportation choices.

*Streetfight* explains an easy way to carve out space for bike lanes in common street layouts. Streets as currently used offer space to reallocate car movement, parking, and bike lanes. Car parking can be used to calm the street and protect bike lanes. Bike lanes are significantly narrower than car lanes. Most city streets are too wide, with 12 feet allocated for each car lane, but most cars are only 6 feet wide and most trucks are only 8.5 feet wide. This creates 20 feet of excess street width, which is not needed for most city streets. For arterial streets, cars and trucks need this width, but for other streets there is room to include bike lanes with a separation from cars. *Streetfight* explains how these measures are done in tandem with cross walk extensions and street calming measures, like greenery and benches, all of which invite walking and decrease red light times.
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But when bike paths are added, the reallocation of the street space is viewed as a “war on cars” and “New York City’s Public Enemy No. 1.”254 New York City’s experience illustrates how for decades streets have not been designed for cyclists. The tensions, traffic, and injuries are products of how streets have been designed for a century.255 At one point, tensions boil when the assumed and taken for granted space for car is reallocated. *Streetfight* describes highly public contests over bike lanes on Broadway in Manhattan and Bedford Avenue and Prospect Park West in Brooklyn, fueled by ideas that lanes take away parking spaces, slow down traffic, or make streets more dangerous by inviting bike ridership.256 These street fights grab governmental, news, and stakeholder attention. Bike lane tensions reach a tipping-point, gaining the most attention and momentum, when they symbolize a package of changes in city planning. Bike lanes gain the most criticism after a series of transformations.

*Streetfight* describes the significance in data-driven bike planning on New York streets, an approach shared with the Los Angeles Mobility Plan. This significance of this data is encapsulated in the saying, “In God we trust. Everyone else, bring data.”257 Urban planning is intrinsically local and affects people’s daily lives. Opinions about city projects are usually only viewed through the lens of personal needs. This feeds the emotional reaction many city residents and businesses have to bike lanes and reorganizing street layouts.258 Data about the impacts of street changes provides a way for city officials and leaders to see the larger picture with less localized or personal lenses. *Streetfight* describes how data about injuries, traffic flow, and economic impacts on real estate and commercial sales were vital to changing local impressions about bike lanes and bike sharing. Bike injuries decrease when riders, walkers, and vehicles have a designated terrain on streets, wherein each means of transportation creates predictable behaviors on the road. With riders and walkers spending more time on streets, instead of in automobiles, they spend more time in shops, restaurants, and services.259

Applying these *Streetfight* lessons to Los Angeles, four points stand out. First, the Mobility Plan attempts a big project for the future. In this regard, it resembles Sadik-Khan’s inspiration from Moses, but
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like with the New York experience it seeks to maximize how street space is used to reduce traffic. Key to this point is taking persons out of their cars and facilitating their selection of other mobility modes. This is envisioned for 2035 and changes how residents live in Los Angeles. Second, similar to Streetfight’s recent inspiration from Jacobs, the Mobility Plan closely looks at how streets are used. For this, the Plan seeks “complete streets” solutions and to prioritize the mobility needs of all street users. For this reason, it includes bike enhanced, neighborhood, and vehicle networks laid out over the city. Streets have varied uses, depending on their location and typography. This variation can help focus street planning and most efficiently allocate mobility options. Third, the Mobility Plan’s Policy 4.6 emphasizes the data-based approaches mentioned in Streetfight. Numeric analysis helps to make sense of how streets are used, who uses them, timing delays, speeds, and accidents. This becomes powerful when comparing program costs. Sadik-Khan explains that this approach was vital to formulating and then defending policies.

Lastly, Streetfight presents a picture of how heated the fight over bike lanes can become. In Los Angeles, it is expected that Fix The City will persist with the lawsuit and seek public support for its position by presenting cars as in conflict with bike lanes. Already, major public relations and political contests have altered how bike lanes can be used in various parts of West Los Angeles, where population density is lower and car traffic is an issue on many residents’ minds. Streetfight describes how a boiling point and inevitable public opinion coalesce on one proposal. The fight is not just about the proposed lane or shifts in parking or car lanes, but it is about larger transport and planning issues. In Los Angeles, the strict procedural and evidentiary requirements of CEQA shape this debate. In New York, environmental law did not place as many limits, thus the street fight was articulated differently.

IV. BIKES BETWEEN VEHICLE PHILOSOPHY AND AUTOMOBILITY

Bike lane fights are not limited to Los Angeles. Los Angeles has learned from progress in American cities and various examples worldwide. Bike lanes will surely become agenda items for more municipalities. Cities will try to employ bike lanes and other bike infrastructure resulting in social, political, and legal challenges. These jurisdictions will benefit from noting how urban biking can move away from vehicular cycling and automobility with comprehensive efforts like the Mobility Plan or with specific projects to install bike sharing, bike storage, or bike
lanes. Vehicular cycling is a riding philosophy, arguing that bikes should not receive special space on roads and that cyclists should become better educated when riding to avoid accidents with cars. Automobility is the socio-economic term used to identify how cars benefit from a system of default protective status in society.

These two concepts help to identify what progress bike advocacy achieves, looking at how cyclists use city streets and how privilege for automobiles may change. Vehicular cycling looks at the options for bikes, while automobility examines the systemic challenges bikes must face. The notion of vehicular cycling helps identify what urban riding options exist without efforts like the Mobility Plan. Vehicular cycling is a concept created by cyclists that emphasizes that riders should use streets as if they were cars and without seeking any specific protections in the forms of bikes lane or right of way guarantees. Vehicular cycling emphasizes that riders are responsible for their movements and should not seek protections from urban planners.

Tom Babin describes vehicular cycling as a dying philosophy pitting cars against cyclists. The Mobility Plan dramatically shifts biking options away from vehicular cycling. It views roads not only for automobile movement but also for different mobility modes. When fully implemented, the city will have overlapping bike, transit, and vehicles networks. Bike lanes are one of many mechanisms the Mobility Plan uses to de-prioritize street planning for cars. Vision Zero highlights the fatal risks of not extending protections to bikes and of ignoring foreseeable harms caused by cars on city roads.
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a major shift from the laissez-faire approach to vehicular cycling and a lack of bike infrastructure, developing from increased regulation of roads securing road space for non-car users.

Automobility is a term that combines the notions of autonomy and mobility, to emphasize how cars as social and technical objects can chart their own futures. John Urry refers to the notion of automobility to analyze the complex set of private economic, governmental, and cultural assumptions that make cars a default. Cars have attained a privileged status in American society not just because of their popularity as a means of transportation, their governmental support, or their technical capacities for movement. Instead, a set of socio-economic forces make cars the policy preference. Six factors permit cars to rise to this privileged role. These are: the automobile manufacturing process involves several industries; cars provide their owners social status; various industries, like fossil fuels and home construction, depend heavily on automobile use; the use of cars subordinates other mobility means like walking and biking; cars culturally symbolize freedom, the good life, and citizenship; and cars are the most significant cause of environmental resource use.

Urban bike plans can be assessed by examining how many of these interrelated forces they impact. Automobility is not a locked-in system with a path dependent future. Instead, progress away from its systemic primacy becomes possible as the links between automobile factors are broken. For instance, the LA Mobility Plan explicitly deprioritizes automobiles by balancing the needs of various means of transportation, emphasizing multimodal transit systems, and dividing up urban roads into different networks. It seeks to address the cultural and social aspects of automobility with Vision Zero, highlighting the harms caused by cars and reconfiguring public use of streets through the “complete streets” approach. Likewise, the Mobility Plan counters the environmental
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expense of automobiles with justifications that public transit and bikes reduce greenhouse gas emissions and its overarching goals of reducing car trips.\textsuperscript{274} In sum, these two concepts, which focus on bikers and the system that benefits cars, serve as a way to evaluate the progress of urban biking plans.

CONCLUSION

This Article has made three arguments about law’s role in bike lane fights. First, in the \textit{Fix The City} lawsuit, norms in environmental and city governance law laid the foundation for Los Angeles’s bike lane battle. At initial glance the \textit{Fix The City} case mostly involves governmental procedures, environmental assessments, and information disclosures.\textsuperscript{275} But far more is riding on this case. Second, as litigants argue over the demarcations of inches and feet over miles of urban roads what is at stake is how the Angelinos will live in the future. The bike lane fight reflects a larger contest between car-centric and alternative visions of city life which prioritize bikes, walking, and public transit. LA’s bike lane fight represents more than street space for bikes.

Third, when biking advocacy succeeds politically, as it has through the Mobility Plan, it will confront new forms of opposition. Opponents will look to lobbying, electoral politics, and legal options in governance, environmental, transportation, and land use doctrines, at private, local, state, special district, and federal levels. In Los Angeles, this has focused on state-level CEQA and city-level and community-level procedures.\textsuperscript{276} Encompassing concerns beyond bike issues made the Mobility Plan a policy success in city agencies, committees, and the council. But this achievement and an expansive mobility scope challenge bike lanes. Non-biking issues implicitly bolster its legal opposition. The Mobility Plan could not benefit from CEQA exemptions for bike lanes and bike plans in SB 417, since the bill encompasses far more than bike lanes.\textsuperscript{277} Similarly, favorable environmental impact analysis of traffic patterns, with VMT metrics, have not yet been able to support the Mobility Plan. VMT guidelines have been delayed by a variety of issues beyond bikes.\textsuperscript{278} In sum, policy achievements for bike lanes open the road for opposition armed with non-biking legal claims.
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These three aspects stand out when the Mobility Plan and the Fix The City lawsuit are examined with scholarly lessons on bikes. Environmental history, cultural studies, urban planning, and transportation disciplines emphasize that city bike battles are not limited to issues like right of way or status as vehicles. Instead the effort to secure bike lanes implies social and cultural changes for city life, shaped by the land use and transportation decisions of municipal authorities. Longhurst presents the historic arc of how bikes challenge implicit exclusions in land use policies on public roads. Furness explains that bike advocacy must combat not only political privilege for cars but also the social assumptions that urban life excludes bikes. Pucher and Buehler emphasize that bike projects succeed when coalitions are built with other interest groups, focused on sustainability, fitness, and public health. Sadik-Khan and Seth Salomonow describe how bike lane issues become the pathway to express resident opposition to reinvigorating public life on streets.

Bike lanes in Los Angeles reflect on these scholarly suggestions. The Fix The City lawsuit continues the bike battles Longhurst describes, with legal argumentation focused on city procedures and environmental assessments. The Mobility Plan counters automobile privilege with the central priority of balancing various mobility modes. Similarly, the Mobility Plan exemplifies policy success, with support from the Mayor, various committees, and the city council, because it speaks to various urban interests not just bike lanes. The Fix The City dispute functions as a vehicle to express rejection especially in less dense West Los Angeles.

In conclusion, the Mobility Plan 2035 illustrates what is at stake when cities attempt to implement bike lanes on their streets. In Los Angeles, city leaders, bike advocates, environmentalists, real estate developers, and residents fight over public designations of inches and feet regarding street widths. This is a debate that includes the metrics of traffic analysis, required environmental disclosures, and competing sources of public authority—all extremely technical. Moreover, localized sentiment from residents, transit users, homeowners, and drivers fuel these
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tensions. This is influential because it is emotional and easily understood by so many Angelinos, who relate to gridlock and mounting commute times.

The bike lane fight is not just over who has guaranteed access to streets, it is about how city governments influence future urban living. Recent scholarship points to the intrinsic political nature of bike riding. In Los Angeles, the Mobility Plan reflects how this is about city identity. As Mobility Plan projects are implemented and its future is fought out in courts, local government law has the capacity to provide cyclists an option other than free-for-all vehicular mindsets and the status quo of car-centric privileges.